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Abstract 

We examine how the size of the corporate directors’ labor market affects the quality of board 
appointments in Italian private firms. To establish the causality of the relationship, we exploit 
exogenous variations in firms’ access to non-local potential directors following the gradual 
introduction of a high-speed train, which improved rail connections between cities. Using 
administrative data on board members belonging to the universe of limited liability companies 
and a two-way fixed-effects model, we obtain time-invariant measures of firm and director 
quality. We demonstrate that a positive shock to the non-local director supply increases 
positive assortative matching between firms and directors. High-quality firms improve the 
quality of their boards, while lower-quality firms attract lower quality directors. The effect 
arises from a more active re-matching along the high-speed train line. Our results further 
suggest that the private firms’ boards with higher quality directors are associated with higher 
firm growth and productivity, and a lower probability of default. 
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1 Introduction∗

Boards of directors are key to corporate decision-making (Adams and Ferreira, 2007). In

turn, who gets “on board” is important for a firm’s success: prior research on board com-

position in listed companies highlights the role of directors’ independence (e.g., Knyazeva,

Knyazeva and Masulis, 2013), experience or diversity (e.g., Bernile, Bhagwat and Yonker,

2018; Chen, Chen, Kang and Peng, 2020). Naturally, board appointments are determined by

a firm’s demand for directors and varies with such factors as firm’s size, age (Boone, Field,

Karpoff and Raheja, 2007) or firm’s advising and monitoring needs (Becher, Walkling and

Wilson, 2019). However, board appointments may also reflect supply-side factors. As ar-

gued in Knyazeva et al. (2013, p.1562), “ability of most firms to recruit qualified independent

directors is significantly affected by the local supply of prospective directors”.

When selecting a director not only the actual pool (Knyazeva et al., 2013) but also the

bounded pool of connected directors, which the firm envisions to be its potential pool of

candidates (Cai, Nguyen, Walkling, 2017; Ferreira, Ginglinger, Laguna and Skalli, 2020),

affects the board appointments. Larger supply of candidates improves the match between

a firm and its workers (Wheeler, 2001; Dauth, Findeisen, Moretti and Suedekum 2019) or

CEOs (Francis, Hasan, John and Waisman, 2016). A thinner market of possible candidates

for a top executive position reduces chances of successfully replacing lost managers, with

negative effects of firm performance (Sauvagnat and Schivardi, 2020). However, to the best

of our knowledge, there is no empirical evidence showing the relationship between director

supply and the quality of board appointments in private firms.

This paper extends the existing literature beyond the study of large public companies and

sheds light on board appointments in private firms. In particular, we exploit an exogenous

shock in director supply to study the effects of this supply on the quality of a match between

a director and a firm. To overcome the endogenous board selection – e.g., worse firms may fail

to recognize the importance of seeking expert directors – we exploit a gradual introduction

∗We thank Silvia Giacomelli, Swarnodeep Homroy, Sauro Mocetti, Naciye Sekerci, participants of the
seminars at the Bank of Italy workshop on “Labour mobility and migration: determinants and consequences”
in Rome, the 2nd Baltic Economic Conference in Riga, 4th Marco Fanno Alumni Workshop in Naples, 25th
International Panel Data Conference in Vilnius, Corporate Finance Webinar, the University of Edinburgh,
the University of Groningen, the University of Namur, Workshop for Women in Political Economy 2019 in
Mannheim. We are responsible for all remaining errors. The views and opinions expressed in this paper
pertain to the author only and do not represent in any way those of the Bank of Italy.
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of the high-speed train service in Italy. Namely, the underlying idea is that the reduction in

travel time and the increase in travel comfort expand the supply of potential directors willing

to accept a board appointment, ceteris paribus firm location, remuneration and workload

package offered to them, improving the quality of firm-director matching in equilibrium.1

Our empirical analysis builds on a rich novel dataset on the universe of Italian limited li-

ability companies for the period 2005-2017. It combines administrative data on the identities

and demographic characteristics of board members with firm-level information on its age,

location, industry, and balance sheet indicators. Our sample of non-micro firms comprises

over 295 thousand firm-year observations, information on over 31 thousand firms, and over

162 thousand unique individuals who have held positions on their boards.2

We propose a novel measure of the quality of board appointments based on how well

board quality fits firm quality. Under the assumption that director and firm quality are

complements in the production process, the optimal allocation in this framework implies

the positive assortative matching, under which best (worst) directors lead best (worst) firms

(similarly to Dauth, Findeisen, Moretti and Suedekum, 2019). We use a two-way fixed effects

model to separately estimate firm and director fixed effects (Bertrand and Schoar, 2003;

Baltrunaite et al., 2019a) in total factor productivity regressions for the largest connected

set of firms.3 Director fixed effects may be interpreted as an individual contribution in

boosting the firm’s productivity and comprises, among others, unobservable time-invariant

and portable personal characteristics, such as ability, charisma, or skills. We then refer to

director “talent” and firm quality as their relative position in the corresponding fixed effects

1We argue that the duration of the journey is an essential factor for board members when they decide
whether to accept a position. The boards meet relatively frequently, and these meetings usually last for at
least three to four hours (Hadzima, 2005). Italian law requires private firms’ boards to gather at least once a
year. Soon after the end of the financial year, these boards are required to approve the financial statements
and allocate profit and losses. Yet, meeting so infrequently leads to disengaged and uninformed boards,
undirected management (Carter, 2019). Therefore, most of the boards meet more frequently. Early-stage
companies may have monthly Board Meetings; more established companies usually gather six to four times
per year. The time of these meetings is often related to the financial reporting periods or major industry
events (Hadzima, 2005). Moreover, we assume that firms prefer in-person rather than online board meetings.
As the evidence from shareholder meetings moved online due to covid-19 suggests, “in a room full of people
you can take the pulse of the crowd” and “allow for a proper grilling of bosses” (Economist, 2020).

2Following European Commission, we define micro firms as firms that do not reach a 2-million
EUR revenue and a 10-employee threshold over our sample period https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/

business-friendly-environment/sme-definition_en.
3The largest connected set of firms is a set of firms linked to each other via director mobility.
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distribution in each year. We study how the firm’s access to potential non-local directors in

the destinations connected to the firm’s headquarters by a fast train affects the director’s

quality, depending on the firm quality. Improved quality of firm-director matching would

be consistent with good firms attracting more talented leaders at the expense of low-quality

firms.

We demonstrate that a shock in the supply of potential non-local directors improves firm

governance using a measure of firm’s board quality – the percentile rank of the average direc-

tor fixed effect (PcBoard). For example, Milan and Bologna get connected via a high-speed

train line in 2008, and approximately 157,000 directors serve on boards in Milan and 31,000 –

in Bologna. These numbers are arguably a good proxy for the overall number of individuals

whom companies can appoint to their boards. We find that in relatively productive firms

located reasonably close to the high-speed train station in a city like Bologna, the board

percentile rank increases by 1.3 percentage points. In other words, the shock in the poten-

tial directors’ supply improves the director-firm fit by increasing the extent of the positive

assortative matching, whereby higher (lower) talent directors sit on boards of higher (lower)

quality firms. Our result is robust to stringent regression specifications, including firm fixed

effects, and region-specific and sector-specific non-parametric time trends. The results are

not sensitive to alternative definitions of the shock in the director pool.

The director supply shock variable is not mechanically correlated with the presence of a

high-speed train to the headquarters from other cities in Italy. It also exploits i) the timing

of the high-speed line opening and ii) the intensive margin in terms of the pool size of non-

local directors in the destination city. Thus, our results have a causal interpretation under

the assumption that there are no relevant omitted variables that determine board selection,

the (time-varying) existence of high-speed train between firm headquarters and other cities

in Italy, as well as the size of the director pool at these locations. High-speed train line

connecting cities of similar sizes in different years and cities of various sizes in the same year

reinforces the validity of this assumption.4 We address remaining threats to identification

by holding constant several potentially confounding factors in our regression specifications.

Consistent with the improved mobility across locations, we show that firms with access

4To illustrate our measure, Verona was connected to a relatively smaller director pool in Venice in 2008
and almost twice larger director pool in Bologna in 2009; both Milan and Bologna (with the five-fold director
pool difference) were connected to Reggio Emilia in 2013. Also, see Table 1.
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to non-local director pool raise the fraction of directors that were born or worked in the train

destination at the expense of directors in other non-train-destination locations. These find-

ings are in line with the firms responding to an increase in director supply by hiring directors

located close to the fast-train-destination stations. A larger pool of potential directors facil-

itates search in corporate directors’ labor market and induces firms to appoint better-suited

directors, who can reach the firm relatively quickly. Interestingly, there is no evidence of the

effect heterogeneity for firms located in areas with a metro line. This may be explained by

the presence of the metro line in systematically larger cities, equalizing commute times in

larger cities with a metro with those in smaller cities without one.

Board diversity along dimensions such as gender, age, or race is often spelled out as a

synonym for board quality. We study whether firm access to the pool of non-local potential

directors changes observable directors’ characteristics, such as their demographic composi-

tion, family or geographical ties. In fact, a positive shock in the supply of non-local directors

encourages the change in generations on corporate boards by lowering the average age of

a director, while there is no effect on the fraction of females on boards. Although young

people and women are disproportionally few among directors in Italian firms (Baltrunaite

et al., 2019b), these results are consistent with heterogeneous mobility preferences across

demographic groups, with women (young individuals) having a lower (higher) propensity to

move for long-distance work appointments (Farré, Jofre-Monseny and Torrecillas, 2020).

A positive shock to directors’ supply may also affect director appointments based on

family links, which likely signal a sub-optimal choice from a restricted pool of talent.5 We

use a proxy for relative-favoritism defined as a fraction of the same surname directors as the

owning family surname.6 We find that an increased supply of directors lowers the share of

the family members on boards. Reassuringly, this confirms the intuition that the presence

of relatives in the board room is indicative of a limited firms’ propensity to draw from a

5Appointing relatives or friends to the boards may be efficient. Related people may be more likely
to embrace a longer-term perspective, overcome agency problems between owners and managers (especially
when formal institutional or general social trust is weak) or accept a lower remuneration package due to their
personal engagement into a family business. In other words, if feasible candidates’ supply is limited, family
members’ appointments may be optimal in equilibrium, and not due to social preferences (e.g., nepotistic
considerations or inheritance norms). As firms likely face a trade-off between easy-to-hire family directors
and scarce external directors, a positive supply shock in available directors is expected to result in a reduction
in family appointments.

6In this respect, this paper builds on a vast literature on the effects of family ownership and management
on firm performance. See, e.g., Bertrandt and Schoar (2006) for the literature review.
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broader pool of talent (Burkart et al., 2007; Perez-Gonzalez, 2006; Bennedsen et al., 2007).

To shed light on the effects of better-suited board appointments on firm outcomes, we

show that a shock in potential directors’ supply benefits higher quality firms. More specifi-

cally, more talented directors on their boards are associated with higher revenues and total

factor productivity, and a lower probability of default. This finding suggests that better

board appointments render firm input utilization more effective and is consistent with the

idea that the scarce supply of suitable directors hinders firm growth and performance. The

increase in performance of high-quality firms comes at the cost of low-quality firms, poten-

tially raising the dispersion in firms’ performance.

This paper contributes to several strands of research in economics and finance. First, it

adds to the literature on the labor market for corporate directors (e.g., Becher et al., 2019;

Cai et al., 2017; Ferreira et al., 2020), which almost entirely focuses on publicly listed firms.

Our study is the first to examine board appointments in private firms. Unlike in public firms

(Denis and Sarin, 1999), board turnover is much lower in Italian limited liability companies.

Nevertheless, their board selection is significantly affected by access to non-local directors’

pool, confirming Knyazeva et al. (2013) findings on listed companies.

Second, this paper contributes to studies on the relationship between board composition

and firm outcomes (e.g., Adams et al., 2018; Eisenberg et al., 1998; Field and Mkrtchyan,

2017; Yermack, 2004). We extend the analysis beyond evidence on publicly-traded compa-

nies and offer a new comprehensive measure of board appointment quality. In particular,

we show that a higher potential supply of corporate directors improves the director-firm

matches, which lead to positive effects on firm performance. Besides, our results on board

diversity further highlight the role of supply-side factors, such as potential directors’ mobility

preferences, while the analysis on the presence of directors with family or geographical ties

speaks to the literature on board independence.7

Third, this paper is related to a rich literature on agglomeration economies. In particular,

building on the notion that the search quality is better in the large labor market (e.g.,

Wheeler, 2001; Dauth et al., 2019, Rossitti, 2019), we demonstrate that this is also relevant

for board appointments in private firms. Furthermore, better director-firm matches may be

one of the channels behind the observed higher manager compensation in large cities (Francis

et al., 2016).

7See, e.g., Dahya et al. (2008), Knyazeva et al. (2013), Armstrong et al. (2014), Duchin et al. (2010).
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the institutional 
setting by shedding light on the high-speed train service. Section 3 introduces the data 
sources used in the analysis and provides variable definitions. Section 4 describes the em-

pirical strategy. Section 5 displays the main findings of the paper, their robustness and 
discusses the mechanisms. The last section concludes.

2 High-speed train in Italy

High-speed rail in Italy consists of two major lines connecting most of the country’s major 
cities. The first line runs from Turin to Salerno via Milan, Bologna, Florence, Rome, and 
Naples; the second - from Turin to Venice via Milan (the full high-speed service is under-

construction on some segments still). Trains are operated with a maximum speed of 300 
kilometers per hour. Table 1 shows that the passengers save time when choosing high-speed 
train instead of driving a car even in non-peak car-traffic hours. On top of a significant 
reduction in traveling time, the high-speed service offers an improvement in the quality 
of train travel. All trains are equipped with complimentary wi-fi and in-seat sockets for 
charging personal devices and offer a possibility to travel in business class with additional 
services (private cabins for business meetings, additional comfort, and quiet environments). 
Accordingly, the high-speed train service is significantly more expensive than regional train 
travel. Table 1 lists the pairs of cities connected by a high-speed train line and year of their 
connection. To minimize assumptions regarding passenger mobility patterns (e.g., limits to 
the number of stops or travel time they are willing to travel), we only consider direct (i.e., 
the shortest) city-to-city connections via high-speed train throughout the paper.

The premium travel service via high-speed train may favor long-distance commuting. This 
effect is likely to be more pronounced for high-skill workers, who both are more likely to afford 
it due to their higher wages and to work in occupations with more flexible work hours and 
location. To investigate this possibility, we rely on the Italian Labour Force Survey, which 
covers a repeated cross-section of a representative sample of Italian households. We use the 
data for the period 2005-2017 on workers’ demographic characteristics, occupation status, 
segment, residence, and work locations.

10



We provide evidence on the effect of the train introduction on the long-distance com-

muting of Italian workers, distinguishing by occupational segment (Table 2). The variable 
High speed train indicates firms located in a province in the years following the opening of 
high-speed line to the capital city of the province. P rofessional is an indicator for workers 
employed in high-skill/high-wage professions in the private sector, such as managers, en-

trepreneurs, lawyers, or other specialists, except for medical staff and high-school teachers. 
We study how the high-speed train introduction affects long-distance commuting. We define 
the dependent variable Commute long distance as an indicator for individuals who work 
outside the region of their residence and use it in the regression specifications in Table 2, 
Columns 1 and 2, which both control for non-parametric province-level time shocks. On 
top, Column 2 includes individual controls such as gender, age, education, and broad occu-

pational segment. The point estimate on the High speed train indicator suggests that, on 
average, high-speed train service does not affect long-distance commuting patterns. There is 
no differential effect for high-skill professional workers either, as the interaction term High 
speed train × P rofessional is not significant as well. Next, we focus on long-distance com-

muting to the train destination province and use an indicator for individuals who work in the 
train destination province (outside the region of their residence)as the dependent variable. 
This analysis sheds light on these long-distance commuting patterns that occur via the train-

line. Interestingly, high-speed train connections among cities result in more intense worker’s 
commuting across these train lines, and the effect is double for professional workers (Table 2, 
Columns 3 and 4). Overall, the results suggest that the introduction of high-speed train ser-

vice disproportionally increased long-distance commuting among the high-skill occupations, 
supporting the use of the train-induced identifying variation in our analysis.

3 Data

3.1 Data and variable definitions

The analysis relies on two main datasets. The first one, Infocamere, is based on administra-

tive data on the Italian limited liability companies gathered by the provincial Chambers of

11



Commerce. It contains information on the registration data of the universe of Italian pri-

vate non-financial sector firms. Most importantly, this dataset includes personal information

on firms’ stockholders, managers, and directors, i.e., their names, surnames, and personal

identification codes. We use this information to derive their age, gender, and place of birth.

The second data source is the database managed by the Cerved Group, which gathers

balance sheet information of the universe of the Italian limited liability firms. Our sample

comprises all private non-micro non-financial non-agricultural firms included in the intersec-

tion of the Infocamere and Cerved databases for the years from 2005 to 2017.8,9

To measure director and firm quality, in a matched firm-director panel dataset over the

period 2005-2017, tracking directors across different firms over time, we estimate a high-

dimensional two-way fixed effects model as in Baltrunaite et al. (2019a). To estimate how

much of the unexplained variation in firms’ total factor productivity can be attributed to an

individual board member, two sources of variation are exploited: cross-sectional variation

due to the fact that the same person can sit on the boards of several firms and longitudinal

variation due to the fact that the same person can switch from one firm to another over

time. The estimated director fixed effects, conditional on firm fixed effects, and time-varying

firm characteristics can be interpreted as a measure of directors’ talent (i.e., the individual

contribution to the variation of the firms’ TFP).

Formally, the analysis uses the largest connected set of firms, which consists of N firms,

linked to each other via director mobility, and each firm i is observed over Ti years. We have

therefore an unbalanced panel of T =
∑i=N

i=1 Ti firm-year observations. In each year t a firm

i is run by one or some among J directors, whose identities are known to us. We therefore

estimate the following high-dimensional two-way fixed effect model:

y = Fα +Dψ +Xβ + ε (1)

y is a T × 1 vector whose j-th element is the total factor productivity of firm i in period

8We exclude firms in agriculture, finance, insurance, public administration, education, health, care, social
activity, household activities, extra-territorial activity. We also drop firms for which information on industry
or municipality or other data needed to calculate the main variables used in the analysis is missing. We drop
firms located on islands.

9Given the low potential of very small firms to invest a non-negligible amount of resources in board
selection and remuneration, we exclude all micro from our analysis. More specifically, we drop firms that do
not reach a 2-million EUR revenue and a 10-employee threshold over our sample period.
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t;10 F is a T × N matrix that collects firm dummies; D is a T × J matrix that collects

directors dummies; X is a T ×K matrix of year dummies (with K = 13 in our setting); ε is

the T × 1 vector containing the error terms.

The OLS estimation of equation (1) provides a meaningful estimate of the coefficients

ψ of interest as long as directors do not systematically sort into firms based on factors

that are not observed by the econometricians and are thus included into the error term.

As specification (1) features firm fixed effects, sorting based on companies’ time-invariant

characteristics would not constitute a threat to the identification. The extensive validity

checks are presented in Baltrunaite et al. (2019a).

The average of the estimated directors’ fixed effects at the firm level is used as the measure

of its board quality. Similarly, the firm fixed effect can be interpreted as a measure of a firm’s

quality. In our analysis, we use the variable PcBoard, defined as the percentile rank of the

average director fixed effect, and PcFirm, defined as the percentile rank of the firm fixed

effect.

We measure the non-local pool of directors, NonLocalPOOL, to which a firm is exposed

based on its location and on the number of directors working in a location (or locations)

accessible to this firm via the high-speed train. The most common occupation of a director

is an executive in an another firm (Guner, Malmendier, and Tate, 2008; Linck, Netter,

and Yang 2008). A firm’s geographical location in our data is at the municipality level,

which is the most granular administrative unit in Italy (e.g., one local labor market typically

comprises several municipalities). We define NonLocalPOOL as the logarithm (to avoid the

right skewness of the densities) of the sum of the number of directors in location(s) b ∈ B
accessible for firms located in a location A, after a city A and a given city b become connected

via the high-speed train. More precisely, we use a pool of individuals that currently work as

firm directors at the local labor market (LLM) in city b as a proxy for the overall pool of

potential directors in a city b. Moreover, we assume that the increased supply of directors

affects only firms located within 10-kilometer distance from the station in location A: the

variable NonLocalPOOL takes the value of zero for firms that are further than 10km from

a station connected by a high-speed train.11 Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between a

10We use a measure of TFP computed using balance sheet information with the Levinsohn and Petrin
(2003) estimator with the Ackerberg et al. (2015) correction, and that has been purged of sector-year and
province-year fixed effects.

11The definition of the “catchment area” in the two locations is asymmetric in the baseline specification.
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firm and its non-local director supply in the simplest case with B consisting of one element 
only.

Formally, the variable NonLocalPOOL is defined as an interaction between the indicator 
variable for firms located within a 10 kilometer distance from a station with a high-speed train

connection and the non-local director pool at the destination location(s) (in logarithms).12 The 
variable can be summarized by the following formula, where l is the location of the firm, HST 
is the acronym for the high-speed train, and B is the set of high-speed train service 
destinations available to firms located in municipality l located fewer than 10km from the the 
closest train station served by HST .

NonLocalPOOLilt = log(1 +
B∑
b=1

1{d(HST station to b; l) < 10km} ∗#Directors in b) (2)

The NonLocalPOOL variable isolates arguably exogenous variation in the directors’ sup-

ply stemming from three sources of variation: i) cross-sectional variation across provinces

which received or did not receive the high-speed train line; ii) time-series variation due to

the staggered timing of the high-speed train line opening, iii) the intensive margin proxied

by the pool size of potential non-local directors at the destination city (or cities).

To better examine directors’ mobility along the train line, we define three variables at a

firm-year level, expressed as the percentage of the total number of directors (BoardSize).

DestBorn considers directors, who were born in the high-speed train connected province,

while other measures take into account directors who last year served on a board of a firm

in the connected LLM (DestExp), at any other LLM (NonDestExp).

To describe the changes in the quality and diversity of the board, we construct several

measures at a firm-year level. DirAge is the average age of directors sitting on a firm’s

This is motivated by the fact that individuals are very likely to move for work locally within the local labor
market. Yet, if they have to travel via the high-speed train line to a further destination outside their local
labor market, their willingness to cover the entire local labor market at that destination may be lower. For
this reason, we only consider firms relatively close (i.e., within 10km distance) to the train station as the
ones able to attract directors from further away. We also relax this assumption and check if the results are
robust to using a symmetric definition of NonLocalPOOL variable in Section 5.1.

12In case the same city gets connected to different destinations in different years, we consider separate
years for each location.
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board. F emale is a percentage of women directors. SameName measure fractions of the 
firm’s directors that have the same last name as the firm’s largest shareholder.

Fifth, to study firm performance, we use a logarithmic value of revenues (logRev), the to-

tal factor productivity (T F P ), calculated using Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) semi-parametric 
estimator with the Ackerberg et al. (2015) correction, and an indicator variable taking a 
value of one if the firm does not appear in our sample the following year (Default).

We also define several control variables that we use in the regression analysis. LocalPOOL 
is the logarithm of the number of directors in firms in the same local labor market. Age is 
the logarithmic value of the number of years since the firm was founded. Size is a logarith-

mic asset value in the firm’s first year in the sample. logGDP cap is a logarithmic GDP per 
capita value in the firm’s province.

3.2 Descriptive statistics

Table 3 shows the main descriptive statistics for our sample of firms, covering over 295 
thousand firm-year observations. We follow more than 31 thousand firms and 162 thousand 
unique individuals who have held positions on their boards.

During the 2005-2017-year period, our director supply shock measure uses 14 direct 
connections between 15 stations, as shown in Table 1. The average train trip is 127-km long 
and takes 0.9 of an hour. The variable T rain is a dummy variable, taking a value of one if 
firm’s the municipality is located within 10km from a station, connected by a high-speed train 
in the years t following the opening of the first high-speed train connection. 18% of our firm-

year observations and 27% of sample firms have access to a non-local pool of directors via a 
high-speed train.13

Every year we divide the board quality measure P cBoard and firm quality measure P 
cF irm in the percentile rank (from 1 to 100).  The sample averages of the two variables  
are both around 50. A median firm is 24-year-old, using its 2.2 million EUR assets produces

13These calculations are based on data cut at a local labor market (LLM) level in the last year of our 
sample. We observe that an LLM has 3,296 directors on average. The train-connected LLMs are, on average, 
larger (15,879 directors) than the not connected LLMs (1,834 directors). Even for these LLMs, an opening 
of a train line is important as it adds 73,065 directors on average to their local director labor market.
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12.4 million EUR annual revenues. On average, a board has four directors, 1.6% of them have 
experience at another firm located in an LLM connected with a high-speed train, and 2.2% – 
at another firm in some other LLM.

To evaluate the quality of firms and their boards, we build on director and firm fixed 
effects, calculated within the largest set of companies connected via director mobility (for 
more details see Baltrunaite et al., 2019a). The size of this sample corresponds to 30% of the 
universe of Italian companies. Next, we assess the differences between firms in and out of our 
sample in Table 4. The comparison illustrates that our sample firms are significantly different 
from the remaining population of Italian firms in several dimensions. More specifically, they 
are:

- more likely to have access to a high-speed train, by five percentage points;

- more likely to have larger boards;

- 1 year older;

- larger, in terms of a number of employees, assets, and revenues;

- less productive;

- more likely to have directors with experience away from the firm’s location.

Our paper shows that only the more productive firms benefit from an increased supply

of directors. As our sample covers less productive firms on average, the effect for the out-of-

sample Italian firms may be even stronger.

4 Empirical design

For several reasons, board quality may correlate with important characteristics of the firm,

either observable or unobservable. A strong concern in estimating this relationship by OLS

is, hence, that it may yield biased estimates, with little information on the causal question

of interest.

We propose a novel identification strategy based on a director supply-based shock, which

we argue captures plausibly exogenous variation in board appointment criteria. In particular,

we use the introduction of the high-speed train line to construct a measure of the non-local

directors’ supply shock for firms located in cities connected by a high-speed train line (defined
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in Section 3.1). The logic of our approach rests on the idea that a director’s travel costs

determine the likelihood of a firm-director match, similar to the idea in Bernile et al. (2018)

that the personal costs of performing a task at a distant location decrease with the availability

of non-stop flights between the agent performing the task and its location.

In our case, we argue that a substantial reduction in travel time and an increase in travel

comfort would make the access to directors in train-connected locations easier, reducing the

board reliance on a smaller local pool of directors. With more candidates to choose from,

firms would face a broader set of choices, enabling them to find more suitable directors.

We run the following reduced-form panel regressions to study the effects on board ap-

pointment quality:

PcBoardit = γNNonLocalPOOLilt + γLLocalPOOLilt +X
′

itβx + σi + µtr + νts + εit (3)

where PcBoardit, NonLocalPOOLilt and LocalPOOLilt are defined as in Section 3 for each

firm i, in location l and year t. Xit is a vector of firm-level controls: firm age in logarithmic

value of years, firm size in terms of logarithmic value of assets (measured in the first year a

firm appears in Cerved database). µtr is a vector of year-times-region fixed effects, while νts

is the vector of sector-times-year fixed effects.

Due to the inclusion of region fixed effects and province-level controls, the identifying

variation does not disproportionately rely on provinces in specific geographic areas in the

country or economic and demographic changes in certain provinces, which may be system-

atically correlated with the presence or the timing of the introduction of the high-speed

train. Moreover, one may argue that improvement in a connection to a firm may affect its

operations – for example, easier access to a city may increase a tourist flow, leading to more

business activity – and then lead to a trickle-down effect on director appointments. If this

happens at the province level (including any effect on province population), we tackle this

concern in the main regression specification by controlling for the economic output per capita

in each province. Yet, if this happens within the province, for example by heterogeneously

affecting different firms, our estimates rely on an implicit assumption that firm demand

for director appointments is unaffected.14 Most important, firm fixed effects σi account for

14This assumption is corroborated by well-established studies such as Knyazeva et al., (2013), Bernile et
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time-constant firm unobservables, while µtr and νts absorb non-parametric region-specific

and sector-specific time trends.

The identifying assumption of this analyzes is that there are no omitted variables that

co-vary with board appointments, the timing of fast train service opening, and the size of

directors’ labor market at the destination, conditional on covariates. Although this assump-

tion is not directly testable in the data, we argue that the timing of the opening of the

high-speed train line is not correlated with the country-level economic cycle by construction,

since different provinces received the high-speed train line in different years. Furthermore, to

test whether the local economic cycle does not drive firm-level outcomes, we include region-

year fixed effects, which make sure that any region-specific time shocks are not driving board

appointments. Second, high-speed train connection did not alter the market conditions, in

which firms operate substantially, as it improved the comfort of passenger travel (Beria et al.,

2018; Desmaris, 2016), but left transportation costs of goods unchanged. The first cargo ser-

vice was planned to run on the line only in 2019 (Beria et al., 2018), which is after our sample

period. Moreover, the high-speed transportation is mostly used among upper-middle-class,

business and tourist passengers, who represent a moderate share of the overall passenger

transportation within Italy, making it unlikely that the better train connection would create

additional demand for firms’ output. Third, we explicitly account for the latter factor by

including province-level GDP per capita as a control variable in our regression specifications.

To investigate the relationship between directors’ supply on firm performance, we run a

number of reduced-form regressions as in equation (1) and also show a set of scaled results in

which effects of NonLocalPOOL on firm performance are scaled-up by its effect on PcBoard.

5 Results

5.1 Director supply and quality of the boards

Table 5 reports the relationship between the supply of directors and the quality of the board.

On average, the supply of potential non-local directors(NonLocalPOOL ) does not affect the

quality of the firm’s board of directors. The result is unchanged using a parsimonious (with

year, sector, and region fixed effects) and stringent (with firm, year-sector and year-region

al. (2018).
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fixed effects) regression specifications (Table 5, Columns 1 and 2). In the latter specification, 
we limit concerns that there is a systematic unobservables-based selection of firms which are 
founded in the city center – hence, close to the station – and have systematically different 
patterns in their boards selection by including firm-fixed effects in the regression. Such 
specification only exploits the time variation within the firm over time.

Board appointments are an equilibrium outcome of a matching process between firms 
and potential directors and, therefore, not all firms are likely to gain equally from a larger 
pool of potential directors. For example, the best firms are more likely to benefit from the 
increased director supply as directors previously “constrained” to work in worse-quality firms 
now may be more willing to move for board appointments in high-quality firms. We evaluate 
this conjecture by interacting NonLocalPOOL variable with measures of firm quality.

The results suggest that the director supply-quality relationship is indeed heterogeneous 
across firms. To be precise, only better firms are able to benefit from the increased supply 
of directors, at the expense of the worse quality firms. To be precise, firms with below-

median annual fixed effects face a significant impairment in their director-firm match. The 
coefficient on NonLocalPOOL is negative and significant. In contrast, a higher number of 
potential non-local directors improves the quality of board appointments at higher quality 
firms (Table 5, Columns 3 and 4). This relationship is robust to measuring the quality of a 
firm using a percentile of its fixed-effect or an indicator for firms with quality higher than 
the annual median.

The results are not only statistically but also economically significant. For example, over 
158 thousand directors serve on boards of firms that are registered with the municipality 
within 10 kilometers from Milan train station. Opening a high-speed train line to Milan 
increases the percentile of the firm-board quality by 1.3 percentage points for better firms, 
controlling for the firm, year-region, and year-sector fixed effects. This effect is large; opening 
a train line to Milan explains 23% of the sample median standard deviation of board quality 
percentile within the firm.

We evaluate if the director supply-quality effect is robust to alternative variable definitions 
and regression specifications. We define board quality as the average of annual director fixed 
effect  percentiles  instead  of  the percentile  of  the average  director  fixed effect.  The director
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supply effect is negative for the worse firms, and positive, of the larger absolute value for the

better firms (Table 5, Column 5).

Moreover, small firms may have far less sophisticated director selection practices com-

pared to larger ones and, therefore, may benefit relatively little from the expansion of the

non-local directors’ supply. In other words, the relevant sample of firms actually affected by

our shock may consist of the larger ones. To test if it is the case, we exclude the firms with

fewer than 20 employees. In fact, not only our results are confirmed qualitatively (Table 5,

Column 6), but are even larger in the absolute value.

We define our firm and director quality measures over the whole sample period. Despite

sample selection, the results are consistent even if we keep only the firms and directors that

were active in pre-high speed train connection period, 2005-2006 (Table 5, Column 7).

We next study the sensitivity of our results to alternative definitions of the director supply

shock measures, by varying the distance which determines the reach of the high-speed-train

induced director supply shock. Different from the baseline definition, which considers firms

within the 10-km distance from the station as “treated”, we use an alternative set of variables

that vary this distance. First, we use a parsimonious variable that ignores the differences in

the size of directors’ pool in each destination and is defined as an indicator for firms within

an LLM with a high-speed train connection (Table 6, Column 1). Second, we define the

high-speed train reach for firms located in the same LLM i.e., similar to a commuting zone

(Table 6, Column 2) or located within 20km from the station (Table 6, Column 3), rather

than within 10km from the station. These changes do not significantly affect the results: the

coefficients on the interaction variable NonLocalPOOL Good remain statistically significant.

Cities with a better within-area connection may benefit more from a train-induced di-

rector supply shock. For example, the arriving directors may reach their final destination

quicker in the cities that have a metro line. If it is the case, then the director-supply effect is

stronger for firms located in the better-connected areas. We test this conjecture by adding

an interaction of NonLocalPOOL Good with a Metro dummy variable indicating if a firm is

located within the area that has a metro line. 4 out of 10 fast-train-connected cities – Milan,

Rome, Turin and Naples – had a metro line during all our sample period. Even though these

are the larger cities with a higher number of located firms, we still have a sufficient amount

of variation rising from firms affected by a director supply shock and located in the cities

without a metro line. 73 % of our non-zero values of NonLocalPOOL variable are related to
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such cities. We demonstrate that after including the interaction term, the supply effect on a 
board’s quality for good firms remains significant. Yet, the effect on the interaction variable is 
not significant (Table 6, Column 4), which does not provide the empirical support for the 
presence of higher returns to the director supply in metro-served cities. Nevertheless, this 
finding may be explained by the presence of the metro line in systematically larger cities, 
equalizing commute times in larger cities with a metro with those in smaller cities without 
one. Moreover, it is in line with the potential director supply improving with the connection 
across cities, not within cities.

To assure that oversampling of firms located close to the stations is not driving the results, 
we collapse our observations at an LLM-year level (Table 6, Column 5), distinguishing by the 
firm quality. Even though we now work with an over 26-times smaller sample, the coefficients 
remain of the same sign and statistical significance. This finding also illustrates that the effects 
of board quality are robust to considering the aggregate measure of economic activity, rather 
than that of a single firm.

Finally, to tackle the concern that some particular train connection drives the results, we 
exclude supply-shock-affected stations (and firms located close to these stations) one-by-one 
in Table 7. The results are confirmed.

5.2 Director appointments and the supply shock

5.2.1 New and leaving directors

The results in the previous section indicate that an increase in director supply negatively 
affects the board quality of the worse firms. We provide a couple of explanations for such an 
outcome. First, the worse firms lose directors. Second, as improved train connection eases 
directors’ commuting, worse firms experience difficulties attracting better directors.

Regarding the first explanation, two relationships hold. First, the worse firms lose direc-

tors and, on average, the size of their boards decreases. A negative and significant coefficient 
on NonLocalPOOL and a positive coefficient on NonLocalPOOL Good suggest that the board
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size significantly decreases only for the bad-quality firms (Table 8, Column 1). The coefficient

on NonLocalPOOL is negative and significant. The combination of NonLocalPOOL and 
NonLocalPOOL Good is not significant. The result is consistent not only at the firm-year 
but also at the director-firm-year level using firm-year variation when including director-fixed 
effects (Table 8, Column 2).

Second, there is evidence that worse firms are more likely to lose directors. To perform 
this test, we examine the data at the director-firm-year level. We create four categorical vari-

ables - NonLocalPOOL interacted with indicators taking a value of one if: 1) a firm is of

a high quality and director’s fixed effect is higher than that of the firm (GoodF GoodD);

2) a firm is of a high quality and director’s fixed effect is lower than that of the firm 
(GoodF BadD); 3) a firm is of a low quality and director’s fixed effect is higher than that of 
the firm (BadF GoodD); 4) a firm is of a low quality and director’s fixed effect is lower than 
that of the firm (BadF BadD). Among director-firm observations with a positive director 
supply variable 18% (32%) arise from situations with a good firm and a better (worse) direc-

tor; 34% (16%) arise from states with a lousy firm and a better (worse) director, respectively. 
We replace NonLocalPOOL in our main regression specification with a combination of these 
four variables and study how probability that there is an exiting director changes in reaction

to the supply shock, depending on the firm-director combination type. We, therefore, use 
the dependent variable defined as an indicator for a director leaving the firm in the current 
year.

The regression results suggest that as director supply increases, directors are more likely

to leave worse firms. The coefficients NonLocalPOOL BadFGoodD and NonLocalPOOL BadBadD     
are both positive and significant, but the difference between the two is not statistically sig-

nificant. Moreover, as the director supply rises, the good directors keep their positions

in the good firms and good firms let the worse directors go. The coefficients on NonLo-

calPOOL GoodFGoodD and NonLocalPOOL GoodFBadD are negative and positive, respec-

tively (Table 8, Column 3).

In the second explanation, we suggest that after opening a high-speed train line, direc-

tors are less likely to take a new position in a bad-quality firm. We run the same regression 
but replace the dependent variable with an indicator taking the value of one if, in a given 
year, a director takes a position in a new firm (New). We demonstrate that in response

to an increased director supply, bad firms hire fewer directors. The coefficients on Non-
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LocalPOOL BadFGoodD and NonLocalPOOL BadFBadD are negative (Table 8, Column 
4). The good firms instead manage to differente across the director types. With the in-

crease in director supply, the good firms are more likely to hire better directors and less 
likely to hire worse directors. The coefficients on NonLocalPOOL GoodFGoodD and NonLo-

calPOOL GoodFBadD are positive and negative, respectively (Table 8, Column 4).

5.2.2 Directors along the train line

Any board selection effect arising due to the supply shock in the availability of non-local 
directors should happen “via the high-speed train line”. We show that consistent with the 
improved mobility across locations, firms with access to non-local director pool raise the 
fraction of directors that were born or worked in the train destination at the expense of 
directors with past experience in other non-train-destination locations (Table 9, Columns 1, 
3, and 5).

For example, opening a fast train line between Bologna and Milan increases the potential 
non-local pool of directors by 157 thousand for firms in Bologna. This shock in supply 
raises the fraction of directors in Bologna, who were born in Milan and who had director-

experience in Milan last year by 1.9 and 6.5 percentage points (or 53 % and 169 % of the 
standard deviation of the measures in firms in not connected areas). It also decreases the 
fraction of directors that last year had experience in other LLM (not Milan, not Bologna) 
by 0.5 percentage points or 6.3 % of standard deviation.

These results are in line with the firms responding to an increase in director supply by 
hiring directors located close to the fast-train-destination stations. Interestingly, a larger pool 
of potential directors facilitates search in corporate directors’ labor market and augments 
board appointments along the high-speed train uniformly for all firms ( Columns 2, 4, and 
6). These changes then induce firms to appoint better-suited directors (as shown in the 
previous subsection), who can reach the firm relatively quickly.
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5.2.3 Quality and diversity of the boards

A larger pool of potential directors may result in changes in boards’ demographic compo-

sition. We show that increasing the supply of potential directors leads to younger boards. 
The average age of a director (DirAge) decreases (Table 10, Column 1) on average. The 
coefficient is negative and significant on average, and more than twice stronger for the good 
firms (Table 10, Column 2). Gaining high-speed train access to Milan decreases the average 
age of a board director by 0.28 and 0.6 for worse and better firms.

Increasing a pool of potential directors, however, does not significantly improve diver-

sity based on gender (Table 10, Column 3-4). Although women are disproportionally few 
among directors in Italian firms (Baltrunaite et al., 2019b), these results are consistent with 
heterogeneous mobility preferences across demographic groups, with women having a lower 
propensity to move for long-distance work appointments (Farré, Jofre-Monseny and Torrecil-

las, 2020).

The practice of appointing relatives and friends to direct a company may hinder a firm’s 
access to a broader pool of talent (Burkart et al., 2007; Perez-Gonzalez, 2006; Bennedsen 
et al., 2007). We examine whether such “nepotistic” board appointment practices decrease 
with the director-choice. We define measures of “constrained” director choices based on 
the presence of directors with family links on firm boards. We use a proxy for relative fa-

voritism defined as a fraction of the same surname directors as the owning family surname, 
SameName. Interestingly, we show that an increase in director supply decreases the rela-

tive favoritism. The fraction of directors having the same last name as the owning family 
decreases with the pool of directors (Table 10, Column 5). Consistently with the results on 
director appointments from high-speed train connected locations, the effect does not differ 
significantly for better and for worse firms (Table 10, Column 6) - both reduce the share of 
family members on their boards, yet their directors’ quality changes differently depending 
on the firm type.

5.3 Director supply and firm outcomes

To shed light on the effects of better-suited board appointments on firm outcomes, we study if 
a better board quality is associated with higher measures of firm performance. In particular,
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we focus on firm growth, which we proxy by firm revenues, productive efficiency, which we 
proxy by its total factor productivity, and its default. The results show that for better firms at 
the expense of worse firms, a positive shock to the director supply increases firm’s revenues 
(Table 11, Column 1), TFP (Table 11, Column 2), and decreases the probability of default 
(Table 11, Column 3).

We then examine directly how the director quality affects the firm’s performance, under a 
stronger assumption that opening a train line only affects the firm’s performance via hiring 
better directors (and, hence, these results should be interpreted with additional caution). 
Namely, in regressions in Table 11, Columns 4-6 we instrument for the board quality with a 
supply shock interacted with firm quality measure.15 The scaled results confirm that board 
quality raises firm’s revenues and total factor productivity, and lowers the probability of 
default. This finding is in line with more capable directors bringing a positive contribution to 
firms’ outcomes, for instance, due to their ability to better lead the firm.

6 Concluding remarks

This paper exploits a novel rich dataset on a large set of Italian private firms to study how the 
size of corporate directors’ labor market affects the quality of board appointments. To 
establish causality, we rely on a shock in potential non-local directors’ supply induced by the 
reduction in their travel time and increased comfort via the high-speed train line. There is 
evidence that firms improve their director matches by increasing the closeness of the director-

firm quality fit, once the market for corporate director appointments expands. In other words, 
our study shows that more productive companies are more able to attract talented directors, 
at the expense of less efficient firms, thus increasing the overall efficiency of the system. Last, 
consistent with the board quality improving firm performance, we find that the shock in 
director supply improves firms’ growth and performance.

We argue that our evidence on Italy on the effects of the potential directors’ supply on 
board appointment quality are likely to apply also in other contexts. Italy is the fourth 
largest European economy and eighth-largest country by nominal GDP in the world. The

15In other words, the first-stage regression is essentially the one in Table 5, Column 4.
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regional disparities – the ratio of GDP per capita in the 20% richest over 20% poorest regions

– are at the average OECD level (OECD, 2018), and is similar, e.g., to Belgium or France.

Moreover, similar to the U.S. and Spain, Italy’s most productive city is not its capital,

suggesting that connecting centers of economic activity may be of similar importance also

in other countries. All in all, the Italian context appears rather comparable with that of

numerous other large economies world-wide. Lastly, given that our identification in part

comes from the comparison of firms located in urban areas with access to high-speed train

and firms located in less urbanized places without such service, we may expect our findings

may apply rather well in places with relatively extensive urban development, and less so

where the economic activity is more sparse.

Our results also shed light on the positive indirect effects of infrastructure investments in

high-speed rail - it serves to connect otherwise fragmented local labor markets for high-skill

workers, such as corporate directors. They also suggest that policy-maker may act upon

improving mobility or, e.g., increasing flexibility in board attendance or invest in human

capital to raise the quality of the local pool of talent. Our results may indicate that these

would not only benefit private firms, but also the overall efficiency of the productive system.
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Tables

Table 1: Opening of a high-speed train line
The table lists provinces, connected by a high-speed train during the 2005-2017-year period, a number of
directors active in the connected LLM in the year of the train line connection, the distance and the travel
time between the two stations. The last column shows how much time (in hours) a passenger saves when
choosing high-speed train instead of a driving a car in non-peak hours.

Location A Location B Opening Distance Time
City Directors City Directors (km) (hours) saved (hours)

Padova 20,151 Venezia 14,929 2007 March 42 0.5 0.25
Venice 14,929 Verona 16,147 2007 March 115 1 0.5
Salerno 7,379 Naples 43,427 2008 June 55 0.75 0
Milan 156,840 Bologna 31,305 2008 December 215 1 1.5
Florence 22,128 Bologna 31,307 2009 July 105 0.5 1
Verona 16,839 Bologna 31,307 2009 July 145 1 0.75
Rome 125,205 Naples 45,320 2009 November 225 1.25 1.25
Milan 158,453 Turin 40,877 2009 December 145 1 1
Ancona 5,379 Rimini 6,485 2013 April 119 0.75 0.5
Rimini 6,485 Bologna 31,349 2013 April 115 1 0.5
Reggio Emilia 13,283 Bologna 31,349 2013 June 70 0.5 0.5
Reggio Emilia 13,283 Milan 163,842 2013 June 155 1 1
Trieste 5,283 Venezia 16,238 2016 September 148 1.5 0.5
Brescia 18,941 Milano 165,585 2016 December 100 0.5 1.5
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Table 2: Stylized facts on commuting
The table shows the results from OLS regressions using the Italian Labor Force Survey data. The dependent
variable in Columns 1 and 2 is an indicator for individuals who work outside the region of their residence,
while in Columns 3 and 4 - an indicator for individuals who work in the province accessible via the high-speed
train. ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Dependent variable: Commute
long distance to destination

(1) (2) (3) (4)

High-speed train -0.000 -0.000 0.005** 0.005**
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Professional 0.015*** 0.007*** 0.000* -0.000**
(0.002) (0.002) (0.000) (0.000)

High-speed train × Professional -0.000 -0.002 0.005*** 0.005***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)

Observations 2,620,905 2,614,486 2,620,905 2,614,486
Year and Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual controls Yes Yes
R-squared 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02
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Table 3: Summary statistics
This table presents summary statistics for variables used in the study. Train is a dummy variable, taking a
value of one if firm’s municipality is located within 10km from a station, connected by a high-speed train.
NonLocalPOOL is a logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms whose municipalities are
within 10km from the station connected (via fast train line during the 2005-2017-year period) with the
station closest to the affected firms. LocalPOOL is the logarithmic value of a number of directors active in
firms of the LLM. Age is the logarithmic value of a number of years since the firm was founded. Employees
is the number of employees working at a firm. Assets and Revenues are firm’s annual levels of assets and
revenues, respectively, in million EUR, winsorized at 1 percent and 99 percent levels. TFP is a measure of
total factor productivity, calculated using Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) semiparametric estimator. PcBoard
measures an annual percentile ranking of the average directors’ quality in their firms. The following variables
measure the fractions of directors (%), who were born in the connected LLM (DestBorn), last year served
on a board of a firm in the connected LLM (ExpDest) or any other LLM (ExpNonDest).

count mean sd min p50 max

Connection
Train 295,194 0.20 0.40 0.00 0.00 1.00
NonLocalPOOL th 295,194 11.95 29.88 0.00 0.00 166.97
LocalPOOL th 295,194 42.87 60.04 0.05 10.64 166.12

Firm characteristics
Age 295,194 26.34 17.39 0.00 24.00 117.00
Employees 295,194 169.96 1162.76 10.00 50.00 152,069.33
Assets (m) 295,194 25.10 520.40 0.00 2.20 59,549.66
Revenues (m) 292,139 58.50 497.08 2.00 12.44 52,987.04
TFP 291,372 0.05 0.48 -2.27 0.06 1.46

Board characteristics
PcBoard 295,194 50.92 25.81 1.00 51.00 100.00
BoardSize 295,194 4.25 3.14 1.00 4.00 50.00
DestBorn 295,194 0.81 6.15 0.00 0.00 100.00
ExpDest 295,194 1.57 9.12 0.00 0.00 100.00
ExpNonDest 269,578 2.24 10.07 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table 4: Sample selection
This table presents summary statistics for the sample and non-sample Italian firms. Train is a dummy
variable, taking a value of one if firm’s municipality is located within 10km from the station, connected
by a high-speed train. LocalPOOL is the logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms of
the LLM. Age is the logarithmic value of a number of years since the firm was founded. Employees is
the number of employees working at a firm. Assets and Revenues are firm’s annual levels of assets and
revenues, respectively, in million EUR, winsorized at 1 percent and 99 percent levels. TFP is a measure
of total factor productivity, calculated using Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) semiparametric estimator. The
following variables measure the fractions of directors (%), who were born in the connected LLM (DestBorn),
last year served on a board of a firm in the connected LLM (ExpDest) or any other LLM (ExpNonDest).

Non sample firm Sample firm Difference
N Average N Average Average

Train 276,357 0.15 295,194 0.20 0.05***
LocalPOOL (k) 276,357 34.63 295,194 42.87 8.24***
BoardSize 262,752 2.37 295,194 4.25 1.87***
Age 276,357 25.23 295,194 26.34 1.11***
Employees 276,357 48.09 295,194 169.96 121.87***
Assets (m) 276,357 2.64 295,194 25.10 22.46***
Revenues (m) 272,774 12.07 292,139 58.5 46.43***
TFP 272,022 0.07 291,372 0.05 -0.02***
DestBorn 262,752 0.44 295,194 0.81 0.37***
ExpDest 262,752 0.22 295,194 1.57 1.35***
ExpNonDest 240,803 0.40 269,578 2.24 1.84***
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Table 5: Director supply and talent
The dependent variable PcBoard measures an annual percentile ranking of the average directors’ qual-
ity in their firms, PcDirector measures an average of the annual percentile ranking of directors’ quality
in their firms. NonLocalPOOL is a logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms whose
municipalities are within 10km from the station connected (via fast train line during the 2005-2017-year
period) with the station closest to the affected firms. PcFirm measures an annual percentile ranking of
the firm quality. Good is an indicator variable taking a value of one if the firm’s quality is above year-
median. NonLocalPOOL PcFirm or NonLocalPOOL Good is an interaction between NonLocalPOOL
and PcFirm or Good, respectively. All regressions include the following control variables, but the table does
not report their coefficients: LocalPOOL - the logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms of
the local labor market (LLM); Age - the logarithmic value of a number of years since the firm was founded;
Size - a logarithmic value of firm’s assets in firm’s first year in the sample; logGDPcap - a logarithmic
GDP per capita value in the firm’s province. Differently from the previous table, the sample in Column 6
uses only observations of firms that had no less than 20 employees in any year of our sample. In Column 7
we define firm and director quality percentiles over the 2005-2006 year period, before opening of any high
speed train connections in our sample. Regression specifications include the following fixed-effects: year,
region, and sector (all Columns); firm, year-region, year-sector, and region (Columns 2-7). Standard errors
are clustered at a firm-level and reported in the parentheses below the coefficients. ***, **, and * denote
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
PcBoard PcBoard PcBoard PcBoard PcDirector PcBoard PcBoard

NonLocalPOOL 0.050 0.036 -0.0683* -0.043 -0.039** -0.061* -0.100***
(0.033) (0.022) (0.0379) (0.029) (0.019) (0.032) (0.029)

NonLocalPOOL PcFirm 0.0016***
(0.0006)

NonLocalPOOL Good 0.110*** 0.074*** 0.140*** 0.186***
(0.034) (0.023) (0.038) (0.034)

Observations 295,193 293,248 289,271 289,271 289,271 213,742 185,400
Adj. R-squared 0.0247 0.804 0.807 0.807 0.799 0.812 0.874
Year FE Yes
Region FE Yes
Sector FE Yes
Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year sector FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Min emp 20
Pctiles Early
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Table 6: Robustness test. Alternative specifications of director supply
The dependent variable PcBoard measures an annual percentile ranking of the average directors’ quality in
their firms. NonLocalPOOL is 1) an indicator that takes value of one if the LLM train station was connected
with a high-speed train line in a given year (Column 1); a logarithmic value of a number of directors active
in firms whose municipalities are within 2) the LLM (Columns 2 and 5); 3) 20km from the train station
(Column 3). Good is an indicator variable taking a value of one if the firm’s quality is above year-median.
NonLocalPOOL Good is an interaction between NonLocalPOOL and Good. NonLocalPOOL Metro is
NonLocalPOOL with values of zero if a connected city does not have a metro line. Regressions in Columns
1-4 include the following control variables, but the table does not report their coefficients: LocalPOOL -
the logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms of the local labor market (LLM); Age - the
logarithmic value of a number of years since the firm was founded; logGDPcap - a logarithmic GDP per
capita value in the firm’s province. Regression specifications in Columns 1-4 include the following fixed-
effects: year-region, year-sector, firm, are at a firm-year level with standard errors clustered at a firm level.
Regression specification in Column 5 controls for LocalPOOL and logGDPcap, has year and LLM fixed
effects, is at a year-LLM level with standard errors clustered at an LLM level. ***, **, and * denote statistical
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
PcBoard PcBoard PcBoard PcBoard PcBoard

NonLocalPOOL -0.483 -0.060*** -0.022 -0.121*** -0.118**
(0.309) (0.019) (0.025) (0.045) (0.054)

NonLocalPOOL Good 1.166*** 0.114*** 0.104*** 0.122** 0.192**
(0.367) (0.018) (0.028) (0.060) (0.082)

NonLocalPOOL Good Metro -0.015
(0.073)

NonLocalPOOL Metro 0.126**
(0.058)

Observations 289,271 289,242 289,271 289,271 10,924
Adj. R-squared 0.807 0.807 0.807 0.807 0.485
NonLocal pool Train LLM 20 km LLM
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Table 7: Robustness test: excluding stations
The dependent variable PcBoard measures an annual percentile ranking of the average directors’ quality
in their firms. NonLocalPOOL is a logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms whose
municipalities are within 10km from the station connected (via fast train line during the 2005-2017-year
period) with the station closest to the affected firms. Good is an indicator variable taking a value of one if the
firm’s quality is above year-median. NonLocalPOOL Good is an interaction between NonLocalPOOL and
Good. All regressions include the following control variables, but the table does not report their coefficients:
LocalPOOL - the logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms of the local labor market (LLM);
Age - the logarithmic value of a number of years since the firm was founded; logGDPcap - a logarithmic GDP
per capita value in the firm’s province. Each regression excludes firms with areas within 10km from each of
the 15 stations, connected with a high-speed train line during the sample period. Regression specifications
include the following fixed-effects: year, region, and sector. Standard errors are clustered at a firm-level and
reported in the parentheses below the coefficients. ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Exclude AN BO BR FI MI

NonLocalPOOL -0.045 -0.033 -0.047 -0.042 -0.030
(0.029) (0.031) (0.030) (0.030) (0.036)

NonLocalPOOL Good 0.113*** 0.116*** 0.112*** 0.104*** 0.089**
(0.034) (0.036) (0.035) (0.035) (0.044)

Observations 278,997 274,611 271,870 271,205 201,703
Adj. R-squared 0.806 0.806 0.805 0.808 0.815

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Exclude NA PA RE RM RN

NonLocalPOOL -0.041 -0.041 -0.033 -0.067** -0.049*
(0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.029)

NonLocalPOOL Good 0.114*** 0.109*** 0.108*** 0.131*** 0.108***
(0.035) (0.035) (0.035) (0.037) (0.035)

Observations 281,224 273,575 269,716 266,915 279,950
Adj. R-squared 0.806 0.807 0.807 0.807 0.807

(11) (12) (13) (14) (15)
Exclude SA TO TR VE VR

NonLocalPOOL -0.030 -0.051* -0.042 -0.042 -0.042
(0.029) (0.031) (0.029) (0.030) (0.029)

NonLocalPOOL Good 0.111*** 0.101*** 0.111*** 0.110*** 0.107***
(0.034) (0.036) (0.034) (0.035) (0.035)

Observations 279,251 273,979 283,113 272,373 271,111
Adj. R-squared 0.807 0.808 0.807 0.806 0.806
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Table 8: Heterogeneous board supply-appointment effect
The dependent variables are the number of directors on a board (BoardSize), an indicator variable taking
a value of one if the director is leaving or starting a job at the particular firm in a given year - Left and
New, respectively. NonLocalPOOL is a logarithmic value of number of directors active in firms, whose
municipalities are within 10km from the station connected (via fast train line during 2005-2017-year period)
with the station closest to the affected firms. Good (Bad) is an indicator variable taking a value of one if the
firm’s quality is above (below) year-median. GoodD (BadD) is an indicator variable taking a value of one
if the director’s quality is above (below) the firm’s quality. indicates an interaction term. All regressions
include the following control variables, but the table does not report their coefficients: LocalPOOL - the
logarithmic value of number of directors active in firms of the local labor market (LLM); Age - the logarithmic
value of number of years since the firm was founded; Size - a logarithmic value of firm’s assets in firm’s first
year in the sample; logGDPcap - a logarithmic GDP per capita value in the firm’s province. Regression
specifications include year-sector (Columns 1-4), year-region (Columns 1-4), firm fixed-effects (Columns 1)
and director fixed-effects (Columns 2-4). The panel is at firm-year level (Column 1) and at director-firm-
year level. Standard errors are clustered at a firm-level (Column 1) or at a director-level (Columns 2-4) and
reported in the parentheses below the coefficients. ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
BoardSize Left Left New

NonLocalPOOL -0.0076** 0.0008***
(0.0030) (0.0002)

NonLocalPOOL Good 0.0047 -0.0011***
(0.0036) (0.0002)

NonLocalPOOL Good GoodD -0.0022*** 0.0006**
(0.0003) (0.0002)

NonLocalPOOL Good BadD 0.0006*** -0.0014***
(0.0002) (0.0002)

NonLocalPOOL Bad GoodD 0.0009*** -0.0004**
(0.0002) (0.0002)

NonLocalPOOL Bad BadD 0.0007*** -0.0007***
(0.0003) (0.0002)

Observations 289,271 1,026,311 1,024,399 1,024,399
Adj. R-squared 0.885 0.141 0.141 0.135
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Table 9: Directors along the train line
The following dependent variables measure the fractions of directors (%), who were born in the connected
LLM (DestBorn), last year served on a board of a firm in the connected LLM (DestExp) or any other
LLM (NonDestExp). NonLocalPOOL is a logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms whose
municipalities are within 10km from the station connected (via fast train line during the 2005-2017-year
period) with the station closest to the affected firms. Good is an indicator variable taking a value of one if the
firm’s quality is above year-median. NonLocalPOOL Good is an interaction between NonLocalPOOL and
Good. All regressions include the following control variables, but the table does not report their coefficients:
LocalPOOL - the logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms of the local labor market (LLM);
Age - the logarithmic number of years since the firm was founded; logGDPcap - a logarithmic GDP per
capita value in the firm’s province. Regression specifications include the following fixed-effects: year-region,
year-sector, firm. Standard errors are clustered at a firm-level and reported in the parentheses below the
coefficients. ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
DestBorn DestBorn ExpDest ExpDest ExpNonDest ExpNonDest

NonLocalPOOL 0.158*** 0.152*** 0.542*** 0.527*** -0.044*** -0.055***
(0.013) (0.018) (0.021) (0.026) (0.011) (0.013)

NonLocalPOOL Good 0.015 0.032 0.020
(0.022) (0.033) (0.014)

Observations 293,074 289,271 293,074 289,271 267,726 264,326
Adj. R-squared 0.519 0.517 0.517 0.516 0.118 0.117
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Table 10: Quality and diversity of the boards
DirAge is the average age of a director. Female - a fraction (%) of women directors.SameName measures
a fraction of firm’s directors that have the same last name as firm’s largest shareholder. NonLocalPOOL
is a logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms whose municipalities are within 10km from
the station connected (via fast train line during the 2005-2017-year period) with the station closest to the
affected firms. Good is an indicator variable taking a value of one if the firm’s quality is above year-median.
NonLocalPOOL Good is an interaction between NonLocalPOOL and Good respectively. All regressions
include the following control variables, but the table does not report their coefficients: LocalPOOL - the
logarithmic value of a number of directors active in firms of the local labor market (LLM); Age - the
logarithmic number of years since the firm was founded; logGDPcap - a logarithmic GDP per capita value
in the firm’s province. Regression specifications also include year-sector, year-region and firm fixed-effects.
Standard errors are clustered at a firm-level and reported in the parentheses below the coefficients. ***, **,
and * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
DirAge DirAge Female Female SameName SameName

NonLocalPOOL -0.037*** -0.023** 0.028 0.026 -0.086*** -0.100***
(0.009) (0.011) (0.022) (0.027) (0.027) (0.032)

NonLocalPOOL Good -0.027** 0.007 0.029
(0.012) (0.032) (0.036)

Observations 293,074 289,271 293,074 289,271 293,074 289,271
Adj. R-squared 0.742 0.742 0.777 0.777 0.742 0.742
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Table 11: Director supply and firm outcomes
logRev is logarithmic value of firm’s annual revenues. TFP - total factor productivity calculated using
Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) semiparametric estimator that addresses the simultaneity bias. Default is
an indicator variable taking a value of one if the firm is not in the sample the following year and zero
otherwise (for consistency we drop 2017-year observations). NonLocalPOOL is a logarithmic value of a
number of directors active in firms whose municipalities are within 10km from the station connected (via
fast train line during the 2005-2017-year period) with the station closest to the affected firms. Good is an
indicator variable taking a value of one if the firm’s quality is above year-median. NonLocalPOOL Good
is an interaction between NonLocalPOOL and Good respectively. PcBoard measures an annual percentile
ranking of the average directors’ quality in their firms. Regressions in Columns 4-6 use instrumental variables
- NonLocalPOOL and NonLocalPOOL Good. All regressions include the following control variables, but
the table does not report their coefficients: LocalPOOL - the logarithmic value of a number of directors
active in firms of the local labor market (LLM); Age - the logarithmic number of years since the firm was
founded; logGDPcap - a logarithmic GDP per capita value in the firm’s province. Regression specifications
also include year-sector, year-region and firm fixed-effects. Standard errors are clustered at a firm-level and
reported in the parentheses below the coefficients. ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
logRev TFP Default logRev TFP Default

NonLocalPOOL -0.004*** -0.002*** 0.001***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

NonLocalPOOL Good 0.006*** 0.003*** -0.001***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

PcBoard 0.052*** 0.028*** -0.009**
(0.017) (0.006) (0.004)

Observations 289,479 289,479 269,146 289,271 289,271 268,968
Adj. R-squared 0.943 0.636 0.146 -3.325 -0.169 -0.344
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Figures

Figure 1: The comparison of high and low speed train prices.

This figure displays the high and low speed train prices of a single ticket for a trip from Milano to Torino
on March 11, 2019, when buying a ticket the day of the travel.
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Figure 2: The non-local director pool measure.

City A 

City B 

This figure displays the circled firms in city A, within 10km from the station. For these firms, the opening
of a high-speed train increases the supply of directors due to the access to directors in the city B, located in
the same LLM as the the high-speed train station.
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